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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation||Japanese}}
==Romanized Japanese==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Koi seyo otome sakimasho sakura
Tada hitori no tame watashi wa umareta
Ai no JIPANGU anata to deai
Ougon no yume no sakazuki nomihosu
Kakugo shite

Hana no inochi mijikashi to
Setsuna no hibi moyashite
Kikazari beni sashi
Kirei ni nattemo

Minna uso to
Iwaseru hito
Watashi wa matte ita no
Arashi koete tsure satte yo
Harugakuni e

Koi seyo otome sakimasho sakura
Tada hitori no tame watashi wa umareta
Ai no JIPANGU anata to deai
Ougon no yume no sakazuki nomihosu
Kakugo shite

Koi no inochi hakanaki to
Ureite wataru ukiyo
Fukaku adeyaka ni
Ikiru ga kachi na no



Ten to chijou
Kawaru kurai
Anata ni dakareru tabi
Mi mo kokoro mo iki wo kaeshi
Haru wo moyasu

Koi seyo otome sakura no you ni
Tada ichiya no tame watashi wa maichiru
Ai no JIPANGU yorozu no kami wa
Ougon no yume wo furasete yowaseru
Torawarete

Koi seyo otome sakimasho sakura
Tada hitori no tame watashi wa umareta
Koi seyo otome sakura no you ni
Tada ichiya no tame watashi wa maichiru
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==Translation==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
Fall in love maiden, let the sakura flowers bloom
Only to be alone, I am born
You come across the love of Zipang
I drink up the golden night's sake
I am ready

The shortness of a flower's life
And the moment of those days burn
Wearing the crimson and rising,
I turn beautiful

&quot;Everyone tells lies,&quot;
Says the boy
But I have waited
And the storm passes and takes me away
To the land of spring

Fall in love maiden, let the sakura flowers bloom
Only to be alone, I am born
You come across the love of Zipang
I drink up the golden night's sake
I am ready

How empty the life of love is,
And the sadness covers this sad world
But living profoundly and elegantly
Is a victory

When the sky and earth
Are replaced,
I will hold onto you
Returning breath to my body and heart
As spring is burning

Fall in love maiden, like a sakura flower
But to be in that one night, I flutter down
The love of Zipang, all of the gods
Rain in the golden dream and are intoxicated
I am captured

Fall in love maiden, let the sakura flowers bloom
Only to be alone, I am born
Fall in love maiden, like a sakura flower
Only to be in that one night, I flutter down
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